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Keeping 
Secrets LDAP / AD 

MFA / Radius

TLS 
JWT 
AppRole

“What kind of secret can I access?” 
“To do what?”

“Under what conditions?”

SSH / AD 
PKI

Encrypt / Decrypt / Format 
Preserving 
Sign / Verify / Mask 
HMAC / Hash

API

Identity

Policy & Governance

Audit

Dynamic 
Secrets

Static 
Secrets 

(versioned)
Crypto



Personas

Consumers (What) Producers (How)

?

!



whoami 
Gotta have one of 
these right?

Nico (but 24 pounds lighter) 
Regional Director, Solutions Engineering

Vault open source contributor 
Using Consul/Nomad secrets… you’re welcome. 
Broke your entropy workflow… sorry

> 3.5 years in HashiCorp 
Can’t honestly remember when I started using 

HashiCorp tools

Helped operationalise a number 
of large deployments

ncorrare

nicolas@hashicorp.com



▪ Understand Vault’s Policy System 

▪ Examine Consumer use cases (store/retrieve/others) 

▪ Define adequate scope 

▪ Comply with organisational policy 

▪ Scale without friction 

▪ Don’t set yourself up for failure 

▪ Documented and HashiCorp sanctioned

What are 
we talking 
about?



Concepts 



Policy Types 
Choose wisely

ACL Policies 
▪ HCL 

▪ Assigned to tokens by name

Endpoint Governing Policies 
▪ Sentinel 

▪ Assigned to API endpoints 

regardless of identity

Role Governing Policies 
▪ Sentinel 

▪ Assigned to tokens by name

Root Policy 
▪ Only available in root tokens 

▪ Only used when no other 

policy is available or in case of 

emergency



Evaluation

Authenticated Calls

Non Authenticated calls

ACL RGP EGP

EGP

> >



Who Manages Policies

Producers

Consumers

Organisational 
Rules

App Owners

Related to the 
Service

Promote Autonomy  
& Responsibility

Enable Self Service Workflow Orientation

Microservice 
Definition

Cross-Team 
Coordination



Namespaces

Secret Engines 

Authentication Methods 

Policies

Secret Engines 

Authentication Methods 

Policies

Secret Engines 

Authentication Methods 

Policies

Install/Upgrade 

Key Rotation 

Backup/Restore



ACLs (with HCL) 



HCL 
Review the basics

Glob / Wildcard 
▪ *Any characters after string. 

Only end of the path 

▪ + Any characters within a 
single hierarchy

Capabilities 
▪ Create, Read, Update, List, Delete 

▪ Sudo, Deny

Parameter Constraints 
▪ allowed_parameters 

▪ required_parameters 

▪ denied_parameters

Response Wrapping TTLs 
▪ min_wrapping_ttl 

▪ max_wrapping_ttl



path "pki-intermediate/issue/puppet-server" { 
  capabilities = ["create","read", "update"] 
  } 

path "pki-intermediate/crl/pem" { 
  capabilities = ["read"] 
  }

HCL 
ACL et al

CODE EDITOR



#Only allow creation of keys with strong 
algorithms and disallow plaintext backups 
path “/transit/keys/+” { 
  capabilities = ["create"] 
  allowed_parameters = { 
    “allow_plaintext_backup” = [“false”] 
    "type" = [“aes256-gcm96", “rsa-4096”] 

“*” = [*] 
  } 
} 
path “/transit/encrypt/+” { 
  capabilities = [“update"] 
    denied_parameters = { 
    “key_version” = [] 
  } 
}

HCL 
Let’s get specific 
(or not)

CODE EDITOR



#Allow Entities with the right “application” 
metadata to access the right secrets 
path “/secret/
{{identity.entity.metadata.application}}” { 
  capabilities = 
["read","create","update","delete"] 
  }

(Dry) HCL 
Do not repeat yourself

CODE EDITOR



Templating 
Mostly identity related

Name Description

identity.entity.id The entity's ID

identity.entity.name The entity's name

identity.entity.metadata.<metadata key> Metadata associated with the entity for the 
given key

identity.entity.aliases.<mount accessor>.id Entity alias ID for the given mount

identity.entity.aliases.<mount accessor>.name Entity alias name for the given mount

identity.entity.aliases.<mount 
accessor>.metadata.<metadata key>

Metadata associated with the alias for the 
given mount and metadata key

identity.groups.ids.<group id>.name The group name for the given group ID

identity.groups.names.<group name>.id The group ID for the given group name

identity.groups.ids.<group 
id>.metadata.<metadata key>

Metadata associated with the group for the 
given key

identity.groups.names.<group 
name>.metadata.<metadata key>

Metadata associated with the group for the 
given key



Sentinel 



Sentinel 
Review the basics

Logic within policy 
▪ Analyze and review operations, 

beyond the operations in the 
path

Rule system 
▪ Ultimately, is the rule True or 

False? 

▪ Overrides possible and audited

Imports for parameter 
parsing 
▪ sockaddr, time, http, json, 

string, types

RGP or EGP 
▪ Policies regardless of identity



#Only sign the ssh key if the user name matches 
the valid_principals 
main = rule { 
  (request.data.valid_principals matches 
identity.entity.aliases[0].name) 
  } 

Sentinel 
Under what 
conditions?

CODE EDITOR



import “time” 
workdays = rule { time.now.weekday > 0 and 
time.now.weekday < 6 }  
workhours = rule { time.now.hour > 9 and 
time.now.hour < 17} 

#Only sign the ssh key if the user name matches 
the valid_principals and it is office hours 
main = rule { 
  (request.data.valid_principals matches 
identity.entity.aliases[0].name) and workdays 
and workhours 
  } 

Sentinel 
Slightly more 
complicated

CODE EDITOR



Then someone 
did this…

CODE EDITOR



Namespaces

Install/Upgrade 

Key Rotation 

Backup/Restore

Secret Engines 

Authentication Methods 

Policies

Secret Engines 

Authentication Methods 

Policies

Secret Engines 

Authentication Methods 

Policies



import "http" 
import "json" 

server = request.data.ip 
full_url = “https://ticketing.system/
server/"+server 
resp = http.client.get(full_url) 
main = rule { resp.status_code is 200 }

Sentinel 
Do you have a ticket 
for that?

CODE EDITOR



allowed_secret_backend_types = ["aws","ssh"] 
is_seal_wrapped = rule { 
  request.data.seal_wrap is true 
} 
is_allowed_backend = rule { 
 request.data.type in 
allowed_secret_backend_types 
} 
main = rule { 
  is_allowed_backend and is_seal_wrapped  
}

Sentinel 
You shall not mount…

CODE EDITOR



! (Policy) 



Control 
Groups

Extra level of authentication 
▪ Permission of X amount of 

individuals from this group on 
top of your normal permissions

Time wrapped token 
▪ Authorisation has to happen on 

a defined time period

Approvers must get token 
from requester to approve 
the operation 

Implemented on HCL or 
Sentinel 
▪ Examples available in the Vault 

Website



CODE EDITOR

Audit and 
Extra headers

Audit backend should be 
enabled 
▪ If it’s not, you can check this 

recording later but go enable it 
NOW

Extra HTTP Headers can be 
added 
▪ Makes audit so much easier

$ curl -H "X-Vault-Request: true" -H "X-Vault-Token: $(vault print token)“ -H X-
Ticket-Number:1234 http://localhost:8200/v1/secret/data/root 

{"time":"2020-09-17T10:48:54.502205Z","type":"request","auth":{"client_token":"hmac-
sha256:7d46fc83345b45eb259e17d70d0b206ec07ad55af97b76fe5b59966ee2e63199","accessor":"
hmac-
sha256:431ee517fe6bf0adbd0505d66fdcc90bf403171c092e8c6f040debf3ed693733","display_nam
e":"token","policies":["default","test"],"token_policies":
["default","test"],"token_type":"service","token_ttl":
2764800,"token_issue_time":"2020-09-17T11:23:49+01:00"},"request":{"id":"72f7679e-
ba31-94a4-988f-0301a29919af","operation":"read","mount_type":"kv","client_token":"hma
c-
sha256:7d46fc83345b45eb259e17d70d0b206ec07ad55af97b76fe5b59966ee2e63199","client_toke
n_accessor":"hmac-
sha256:431ee517fe6bf0adbd0505d66fdcc90bf403171c092e8c6f040debf3ed693733","namespace":
{"id":"root"},"path":"secret/data/root","remote_address":"127.0.0.1","headers":{"x-
ticket-number":["1234"]}}



Wrap it up Nico!!!



With great power 
comes great 
responsibility. 

Sentinel can help give an immense 
amount of freedom to your 
consumers while implementing 
guardrails.
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Vault is a security 
product 

As such, there are going to be 
security procedures that need to be 
ran.
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Policy doesn’t 
need to be 
complex 

The beauty about Vault is that is 
doing the right things by default! 
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Read the docs! 

Everything that I have just explained 
is (mostly) in the product 
documentation. This video is current 
as of October-2020. If your calendar 
reads November, go read the docs.
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www.hashicorp.com
hello@hashicorp.com

Thank you


